Engine nissan altima 2002

The worst category regarding the Nissan Altima problems is the engine problems, with the
Nissan Altima having the most overall complaints and being ranked as the worst model year,
due to the severity of the repairs, the onset of the problems, and the average mileage at which
the Altima problems started to occur. The most reported problem happens with the Nissan
Altima for the steering wheel lock failure. One year before the worst rated Nissan Altima, the
model still had its fair share of issues. In this model, there were many reports of the engine
starts burning too much oil, the catalytic converter getting damaged and going bad over time,
the head gasket blowing, and the entire engine needing replacement over time. All of these
Altimas seem to fail around 95, miles, which is too early for a car to completely give out on the
driver. The most commonly reported problems all dealt with the engine â€” there was an
insanely high number of complaints, with there being NHTSA complaints, user complaints, and
NHTSA complaints for the exhaust system, and user reports of complaints for the exhaust
system as well. Overall, the Nissan Altima problems were extremely severe. Regarding the
engine problems, the Nissan Altima problems revolved around excessive oil consumption,
blown head gaskets, the check engine light staying on, rough running of the car, the engine
shaking, rough idling, excessive knocking, engine failure, engine stalling, shutting down while
driving, white smoke coming out of the exhaust, the engine not starting, engine misfiring,
manifold gasket leaking , and the engine surging. These complaints occurred at around 68,
miles, resulted in 2 crashes, 7 fires, and six injuries, containing a severity rating of 10 out of
Many users reported that there were leaking intake valves and seals, leading to a costly and
very expensive engine repair, the oil continuing to heat up to levels that were beyond normal,
the vehicle deceleration without meaning to, the vehicle beginning to shake uncontrollably
while driving at speeds, the check engine light turning on for no reason, and many other engine
issues. The second series of NHTSA complaints dealt with similar issues, containing reports of
engine and engine cooling problems , resulting in three crashes, seven fires, five injuries, and
all occurring around 76, miles, with a severity rating of The second highest issue of complaints
with the Nissan Altima in was the exhaust system, with the NHTSA citing 91 issues on the
exhaust system, 69 complaints against the emission control system, 48 against the manifold
intake, 6 against emission control regulation, and user reports of catalytic converter failure. The
main solutions that car owners took for those Nissan Altima problems was to replace the
engine, replace the catalytic converter, replace both the engine and converter, or get new
sensors. The NHTSA complaints mainly dealt with the exhaust system, which generally occurs
at around 94, miles, and resulted in the catalytic converter disintegrating and clogging the entire
system, and resulting in the necessary replacement of the converter so the vehicle could run
properly. The main issue with the Nissan Altima problems referred to the engine problems with
the NHTSA generating complaints, while the second highest problem was with the body and
paint problems, with the NHTSA having complaints. The engine issues in the Nissan Altima deal
with the engine burning too much oil, the cam and crankshaft sensor failing, the engine failing,
the check engine light coming on, the car stalling while driving, and the timing chain failing. The
NHTSA complaints of the engine issues in the Nissan Altima problems refer to the engine
cooling â€” the engine starting burning oil too highly. This has led to four crashes, one fire, and
occurs at around 72, miles with a severity rating of Users have said that the check engine light
comes on at a low mileage, there are power steering and brake issues while driving, the engine
shuts down while driving, and the vehicle stalls while driving at low speeds. The second
category that has caused the owners of the Nissan Altima trouble over the years is the body's
structure, with the NHTSA giving 94 complaints in this category. This problem happens at just
below , miles and has a severity rating of Users have reported that they have to replace the front
passenger floor pan because there is a high amount of rust in the vehicle, the handles can snap
off, the car shakes form tiny movements , the door sensor light stays on and drains your
battery, and the floor pans have rotted. The next year with one of the highest amounts of
complaints in both the NHTSA and users is the Nissan Altima â€” both this year and the
following year has had numerous reported Nissan Altima problems. These vehicles become
impossible to start due to the faulty electronic steering column lock. The biggest category of
issues for this model is the steering section, with the NHTSA citing over complaints and users
reporting issues. The NHTSA steering Nissan Altima problems have resulted in four crashes,
one fire, occurring at around 70, miles, and having a severity rating of Users state that their
Nissan has refused to start, the steering wheel can lock, the vehicle will fail to start and warning
lights will be illuminated, and the steering lock has malfunctioned. The next year with the most
problems is the model year, with the cars having relatively low complaints in relation to their
counterparts. The model year has a whopping complaints, with the most being in the
transmission problems for users, followed by the interior accessories problems. Regarding the
NHTSA, most complaints were made in the seat belt category, followed by the drivetrain. The

user transmission issues were characterized by the CVT shuddering, the CVT running roughly,
the transmission stops working, the gear shift is stuck in park, the shifting occurring at a stop,
the transmission making a noise, the torque converter failing, the pan containing metal, and
issues with the transmission fluid level. The user issues with the interior accessories were
mainly due to concerns with the door handles breaking, the door latch snapping off, the backup
assist camera not working correctly, the interior door handle breaking, the Bluetooth not
functioning correctly, the gear shift sticking, the center console loose, and the emergency brake
light remaining on. This has resulted in 26 crashes, 25 injuries, and has a 10 severity rating.
Lastly, the drivetrain issues rounding out the Nissan Altima problems refer to the car jerking,
the vehicle experiencing a loss of power, the transmission gearbox slipping into neutral, and
the car dying while using. This has resulted in eight crashes, one fire, three injuries, and occurs
at just below 60, miles. The recalls on the Nissan Altima show how dangerous this car is and the
prevalence of the Nissan Altima problems. The first recall deals with the unintentional release of
the primary hood latch. This occurs when corrosion to the secondary latch can cause it to
connect and stay in the unlatched position, even when the hood is closed. If the primary latch is
then released again and the secondary latch is still engaged, the hood cant open while driving,
increasing the risk of a crash and gear from coming out of the back of your car. This recall was
announced in May of and has nearly 2 million vehicles affected! The second recall was back in ,
when the airbag might not have deployed due to the software issue in the car. If the front
passenger seat occupant is not classified correctly, then the airbag light deploys at the wrong
time, increasing the risk of injury. This affected vehicles. The third recall was that the passenger
air bag might not deploy due to the OCS error, which is similar to the second recall, but
announced months earlier. Back in April of , nearly 4 million vehicles were affected by this
recall, which stated that if the passenger frontal air bag does not deploy as intended during a
car crash, this could severely enhance the risk of injury to the passenger in the car. The next
recall deals with the fuel sending unit possibly leaking fuel during use, which can increase the
risk of a fire in the event of a crash, since the fuel will be between the sending unit and the tank.
This occurred in August of and affected nearly 50, vehicles. In addition, there was also a recall
for the Nissan Altima which dealt with many of the Nissan Altima problems, which was the
spare tire might be over or under-inflated, causing it to fail without warning, and increasing the
likelihood of a crash in the event of needing to change your tire when it becomes flat from
driving on the road. This occurred in April of and affected over , vehicles. Lastly, the final recall
that affected the Nissan Altima was the loose steering and suspension bolts, meaning the
affected bolts could come loose and fall out unintentionally, leading to a loss of vehicle control
and steering security, and increasing the chance of a crash. This recall affected nearly 14,
vehicles and was announced in late In addition to the numerous Nissan Altima problems in the
model and the recalls that were also issued for this car, there were also various defect
investigations. The NHTSA is granted permission to order manufacturers to recall and repair
certain vehicles if the Office of Defects Investigation finds a safety issue. With this information,
we have found certain investigations for the Nissan Altima. One of the investigations dealt with
the occupant classification system failure, referencing the improper classification of adults
sitting in the front passenger seats, making the air bag refrain from going off in crash situations
and drastically reducing the safety. This investigation deals with the airbags, the frontal airbags,
the sensor module, and the on-off switch assembly. The last investigation that affected the
Nissan Altima problems was the rear suspension control arm failure. This referenced a design
change in Nissan Altimas that caused a crack to develop in the lower arm control due to stress
and loading from normal use of the vehicle. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights
Reserved. Sound familiar? Like a script from a horror film, these Altimas seem doomed to fail
around 95k miles. They promised completely free service and free pick up. I explained my
vehicle condition, support executive staff promised the car tow facility and provide the tow
number to be called and suggested to call the number and told completely free service for my
case. After one day I called again check once again the and double confirmed the service offer
that was given by Central Houston Nissan office. You can refer the call logs for your reference. I
got call confirmation from office and asked do you need any other service along with this. They
not even told any such condition at that time. Now they changed from their promises. I am in a
difficult situation. They asking to take my vehicle from there. Please help for this situation. I
have spent way too much money on this car for repairs that are completely out of line for any
car. Nissan should be responsible. Took car in because service engine soon came on. Nissan
service said nothing wrong. Took back in August for oil change. March car ran hot. Took to an
AAA service station on way home, I thought it was thermostat. They said no oil in car, put
enough oil in so I could get to Nissan about 1 mile. Check Engine on again, where can I start
with this car. First went the fuel pump-then the starter, misfire-- replace plugs coils packs and

now the famous P Code. Another cat-conv. Awesome- No not doing it again. Avoid like the
Plague!!! I like many others thought by going foreign we would be ok boy was I wrong, this car
is a piece of s--t and parts are not cheap compared to so called American built cars i. Chevy
Ford etc Thanks for reading. First off, lemme start by saying that this car is an absolute shitbox.
I've only had it for about less than a year and its already cost me close to grand without
resolution of the problem. Long story short, the car wouldn't start on cold mornings. I decided
to have it checked and took it in to a local mechanic. After replacing spark plugs and taking the
car for a test run, the car started cutting out and stalling with the engine shaking horribly at idle.
The check engine light came on as well. The mechanic pulled it into his garage again and after
some time informed me that cylinder 1 was misfiring and I would need new ignition coils. After a
little groaning i decided to go through with the replacement. About an hour later I was informed
that the fuel injectors need replacement as well since the ignition coil did not fix the problem.
Replacing the fuel injectors fixed the jerking a little but the car still kept dying when coming to a
complete stop. I decided to let the mechanic spend some more time on it. The next morning, in
relatively warmer weather, the car started up just fine and I got a call from my mechanic saying
the car is all set. I was delighted and relieved and went to pick up my car with my dad. After
taking it for a test run, me and my dad were satisfied and paid for the repairs, a total of dollars.
After cranking ti a dozen times, it starts up but started shaking violently. This time i decided to
take it to a nissan dealer and have them look at it. Furthermore, the car had a couple recalls on
it one of which happened to be a reprogram of the ECM. The dealership spent 3 days on my car
and still couldn't perform the reprogram for some obscure reason. They're now telling me that
they would have to investigate the problem and reschedule for the reprogram. I have just about
had it with nissan cars and nissan crappy customer service. I am being charged 50 dollars for a
diagnosis that told me nothing new except for what i already knew about the misfires. They
literally just pulled the codes of the CEL and fail to offer me an explanation as to why the
misfires are happening. I bought this car at an auction in New Jersey on November 8, About a
month later it started to lose power and make a rattling sound. I took it to a local mechanic and
he said that there was no oil in the car. He added oil and I was on my way. Well around
December 8 the rattling sound returned. I took the car back to the local mechanic and again he
said the oil was gone and he needed to fix an oil leak. He made the oil leak repair and the car
was fine. Well around January 3, the rattling noise returned. I took it back to the local mechanic
and he stated at that time the engine was burning oil and I needed to replace the engine. He also
announced that a used engine would cost 1, I am soooo angry. I cannot afford to purchase
another car, nor can I afford to put more money into this car so soon. I am taking the car to the
Nissan Dealership to get a diagnostic test tomorrow. I hope it is not as bad as it sounds. Owned
'02 Altima for 4 years Beginning this past summer, "check engine light" comes on and off
intermittently. Changed oil, changed plugs. Had diagnostics run - "random misfire" reported.
Planned on replacing coil packs but this site seems to indicate this won't help either. Car starts
in morning sputtering and trying to choke out. After driving a bit, it stops sputtering but still
seems to run very rough. Two weeks ago it wouldn't start at all - had it towed to local,
trustworthy mechanic who said he can't tell what needs to be replaced I have all repair
documents since purchase in In Dec check engine light flashed on and it has been doing it
intermittently since then. Immediately goes to my mechanic Back to mechanic, found code P
unrelated to coils. Mechanic says has to do with holding cruise controls down too long! I hardly
even use cruise control! Then tumblers in fell in ignition Next radiator blew, no warning, no
lights come on. Luckily on the street where many people helped me and my daughter. While
driving you can feel slight shake in the car. On goes the check engine flashing, pull over, turn
off car, sit and curse at my car. Start is and it's fine. Call my mechanic describe everything
including how the tailpipe was spitting out water this AM, but not much steam. Says possible
blown gasket. Taking it in tomorrow. What's up with this? I read so many people have the same
problem. Too bad Nissan, I'll never buy another. Hope I'll be able to keep this car another years.
Love d my car. Purchased brand new in About 18 months ago began using more oil. Then 8
months engine light came on. Diagnosed as cat failure but told would be okay for a while, or
until next smog due. Acceleration in general has been worsening and uphill even small grades
increasingly bad, depressing gas pedal not helpful, bogged down, RPM increased caused
rattling and lots of noise. I am changing oil every miles. Usually pretty close to empty when I
arrive for service. Yesterday could only get to MPH on grade with speed limit of 65! After
reading some other posts I am a little frustrated and am not sure I want to invest more into my
car or even Nissan for that matter. Anyone else have suggestions? My used car Nissan Altima 2.
I have to put oil in the car like every two weeks and the car just consumes it leaving no signs
behind like some thing that could tell that the car is either burning it or going somewhere else.
We have taking it to several mechanics and the car is not leaking any oil and the only solution

that we hear is that is the engine that needs work or to be replaced. And they have also told us
that the catalytic needs to be replaced also. The car still runs but is starting to loose power. We
are afraid that our investment in this car is going to be just a failure. Nissan please pay attention
to these complaints. I would like to be added to any lawsuit for this problem. I have had this car
for 1 yr and 5 months. Since the first week I noticed it was burning the motor oil fast. I put oil
every 4 days. In July was the first time the check engine light turned on. I had the head gasket
repaired. Still kept on burning oil. In June of , the second time the check engine light turned on
and this time I repaired the caliber converter. I have no money to get a new engine and I'm still
paying a loan for this car. If any one has a solution, please let me know. I've had my Altima 2. I
bought the car with 17k and initially had no issues with my car. I had it towed to a local Nissan
dealership who I will NEVER go to again- Hudson Nissan ended up messing my car up so much
that they had it for 3 weeks and I have a engine, entire set of new valves, a new timing chain oh
of course the head gasket! After the car finally starting after 3 attempts , I did notice that the
"service engine soon" light was on. My car has continually had issues starting since yesterday.
Go to I love my car but very aggravated! We never received notice of any recall on this problem
- supposedly there was a recall notice sent in March !! My Nissan Altima has the engine light on
stating that cylinder 3 misfire Oil consumption is another problem Nissan really should recall
these engines, from what I hear when this car was first made back in Please let me know that if
you had fixed this problem or still chasing the mechanic to fix it for you. I'm feed up with
different ideas and no solution. Also, if anyone wants to file a complain I'm in. Count on me. I
found this web site with so many complaints exactly like mine with most Altimas. I bought a
Altima brand new. It gave me problems a few times with stopping with no warnings. I took this
to the dealer to fix and spent many more dollars, and finally they said the have a recall with
Altima with some sensor problems. In I noticed the sign saying the Service engine soon light.
Then I took the car to one of the fine auto repair place fast lane and they stated that I need to
replace thermal sensor and the catalytic converter. Then car seemed to be Ok and I put new
brakes, new tires in thinking that I can use this car for at least another 2 to 3 years with no big
problems. But since 3 to 4 months after we took it to the dealer for a regular oil change, and
found the dipstick was dry. After monitoring it, adding oil and taking in to the dealer twice more
for them to check it and they I had to add to add more and more oil may be times until now
since the meter panel shows a oil lamp with oil drop. I gave a call to Nissan and asked about
this and they stated to take the car to the dealer to check it. This is not a matter of faulty
maintenance, she has had this car since it was new and has always taken it to the dealer for
regular service. Either that or keep adding oil each week, but by reading the other posts, it looks
like there are several cases of even replaced engines having the same problem soon after, also
related to the converter. I will talk to both the local dealership and Nissan Motor Corp, but I don't
expect much given the responses others have gotten. Seeing what has happened to Toyota,
maybe its time people went to the media and made this problem public! I bought this car 5 years
ago. At the day I made the last payment the engine was done: the consumption of gas is awful,
the catalytic converter is done and the engine is done. Nissan has to take responsibility for its
own failure in quality and pay for the fix. They have to have recall, and 'be a man', in times of
their failure. Somebody from Nissan plant has to step in. The check engine came on and off
when we about 40 miles from home. After that it didn't want to start We sat for about 10 minutes
and tried again and it started. The mechanic said it was the crankshaft sensor that was
supposedly fixed in a recall and that we were lucky it restarted at all. If you have a for-profit
service, contact us. Ask your Nissan dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 17 reports
manufacturer fix problem 5 reports replace engine 5 reports signaled misfires - replaced spark
plugs 5 reports replace catalytic converter 4 reports replace faulty crankshaft sensor 4 reports.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Altima problem yet. Be the first!
Find a good Nissan mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A
free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:. Sound familiar? Like a script from a horror film,
these Altimas seem doomed to fail around 95k miles. Tech performed BG transmission fluid
exchange to remove old burned fluid. Service engine light is on. Replaced lower and upper
radiator hoses. Replaced t-stat. Pressurized system and found leak from rear hose. Car leaking
coolant from hose under electric throttle actuator. Found that there was a small hose under
intake that was leaking coolant. Replaced spark plugs. Replaced SERP belt. Found defective
alternator. Found crankshaft sensor signal out of range intermittent. Rough idle. Engine light
on. Power valve screws and plate came loose. Screws were found in cylinder 4 chamber and
were smashing spark plug tip. Transmission fluid service. Service alignment. The car is in
excellent condition, body wise. The car was well taken care of and has 77, miles on this engine.

Took care of the recalls for catalytic convertor, however, this car developed the problem stated
of particles flowing into the engine rendering the engine useless. The recall stated if damage is
found inside pre-catalyst it will be necessary to replace engine, free of charge. If the recall
problem was fixed by Nissan why did my car's engine fail. I believe the problem was never
resolved properly. I have also noticed other Nissans have two tailpipes and mine has one. Could
this be the reason for exhaust backup causing particles to get back into the engine causing
rings to be worn and excessive oil use? Now the car is useless and has been sitting in my
garage for 6 months. I am afraid to drive the car because it constantly stalls as well as burns oil.
The dealership told me it would need a new engine and Nissan will not cover the cost. What can
be done now? Update from Jul 27, : I took the car to an independent mechanic and was told the
problem was with the crankshaft sensor. The Nissan dealer told me I would need a new engine.
The crankshaft sensor was replaced twice by the Nissan dealer, however, the independent
mechanic said it was not replaced. How do I recover the cost of replacing the crankshaft sensor
which was recalled by Nissan but never resolved? This car had more major problems than the
floor pans rusting out. That was the least of the problems. The car was running out of oil every
couple of days and smoking. Was told would need a new engine and dangerous to drive. The
car was only five years old. Horrible car. Do not buy this year model. It was the first year it came
out. After graduating from college in , I decided it was time to upgrade from my old, trustworthy
Honda Civic to something a bit bigger but would also be as reliable and kinda make me feel like
a grown adult. I decided to bring my girlfriend along on that magical journey to find the perfect
vehicle to fit these specs.. I had three choices I wasn't sold really sold on the Nissan at first but
my glassy eyed girlfriend was ecstatic over how "cute" and "peppy" the Altima was and
eventually I was nagged into submission to purchase the vehicle. The first year, the car drove
decently at first and then I began to notice that oil was being consumed a bit more faster than
any other vehicle I had owned previously. Was told that switching to synthetic would help slow
consumption, I was told a lie. Soon started experiencing the tell tale signs of catalytic converter
issues with the "boiled eggs" smell Sudden gauge fluctuations, rough idling, etc I probably
would've been better off having an exorcism performed at this point. I also can't recall how
many quarts of oil I fed this the POS, it got to a point where if I got a quart of oil for it I went
ahead and got myself a beer, might as well at least have a drinking buddy as some type of trade
off. To it's it credit, outside of having to replace the catalytic converter, I kept the car going until
earlier this year when the engine finally decided it didn't love me anymore. The positives won
from this ordeal is that I can conveniently bring the purchase of this vehicle up to my girlfriend
to decisively win any argument and I can amaze my friends about having a car as a drinking
partner. Ok let me start off by saying this loud and clear In fact I've grown to doubt Nissan as a
company altogether. I grew up hearing Nissan's are great cars and they last forever. That is a
damn lie. I've put more money into it during the entire time paying my loan I could've afforded a
brand new Mercedes for as much. Within the first year owning the car the engine crapped out
on me. It never gave me a problem before that and I took care of it like it was my baby so how
the hell could my engine fail on me? Brought it to a reputable Long Island dealership my
friend's father happened to work in the service department for and he told me the catalytic
converter had a major mechanical default where it gets insanely hot and starts breaking into
pieces flying back into the engine while chipping away at the rods and causing massive oil
consumption. I couldn't believe I was hearing this. I've never heard of such a thing. The dealer is
a good miles away from my house so imagine if I would've attempted driving it there and went
over the mileage. I had a good laugh about it at the time thinking how "lucky" I was but little did
I know there would be much more pain and sorrow yet to come. We have much to cover.
Anyway, he told me they knew it was a default and had a recall on the cat so they would've fixed
it for free anyway but most likely would've given me a hard time before doing so. Needless to
say they dropped a brand new engine and cat in my car and I drove off a happy camper until 50,
miles later the same problem happened again. Here's also why you shouldn't do business with
friends sometimes. I explained the prior situation to him telling him how Nissan acknowledged a
problem with the cat causing the engine to fail and he thought I was crazy. He, as I once
believed, said Nissan makes great cars that last forever without engine failures and never heard
anything about catalytic converters causing engine failures in his experience. I turned around
and brought it back to him and he said its probably just the codes working out the bugs and to
drive it around for awhile until the light goes off. Well I drove it for 2 days and the light stayed
on so I called him up and he said to wait a few more days. I called him every few days for about
2 weeks until he finally told me to bring it back to him. Come to find out the engine he just put in
my car was shot because the cat was destroying the inside of the engine the second I left the
shop. He then did some research to find out I was right about what Nissan told me and even
showed me the inside of the destroyed cat and the new one. There's a honeycomb-looking grill

inside that breaks up and because of the placement in the exhaust system props it so close to
the engine, the engine burns up the cat and this grill insert breaks into pieces and flies back
into the engine. When the engine was opened up I was told it looked like sand inside of it. I got
oil changes every miles on it instead of but even that didn't last very long before the oil would
burn dry. I was just starting the last year of my loan when the transmission blew up on me. After
finally paying off my loan I was left with a car that had , miles on the body which is on it's 4th
engine, 3rd cat, 2nd tranny and millions of other mechanical and electronic problems. Where's
the resale value in that? Who would even buy this car after that? At this point I decided to get
my money's worth out of it for as long as I could since I didn't have to make a car payment
anymore. Instead the car just gave me less expensive yet still pricey headaches and major
embarrassment as well. I really enjoyed breaking down on the RFK bridge on the hottest day of
summer coming home from a Yankee game with a friend in the car getting towed by the bridge
and tunnel crew and dumped off in Queens. Or breaking down in the winter with my girlfriend
and her baby in the freezing cold car while I have to get the car towed again. I've had so many
tows I started knowing the local tow guys. The mechanic near my old job hated seeing me walk
through his door or should I say tow to his door. Other numerous problems to the electrical like
the front door speakers turned on and off when they wanted to until finally turning off
completely and the speakers weren't even blown. I was told the electrical system could take
hundreds to thousands of dollars to diagnose and repair so I said screw it. I pretty much said
that for everything after that because it didn't make sense dumping any more money into this
heap so I decided to drive it to the grave which I did. I refused to pay a mechanic to even glance
at it so I kept driving it while it fell apart. I had it towed to my cousin who wants to gut the entire
thing himself and make it his own little project. Bless him for wanting to make it his toy but I
couldn't sink another dollar into it. I heard there's a new exhaust system created specifically for
the car to help rectify the cat situation by placing the cat further down from the engine to
prevent engine failure but I've never seen it so I can't attest to it. I did mention it to my cousin to
take a look into though so I'd say the same for anyone else that reads this and is still daring
enough to purchase the dreaded Nissan Altima!! Bought used with "only" , miles as a "second"
car. Assured it would be good for , if taken care of. Put about 6, miles and many quarts of oil.
They were able to hide the problem that eventually destroys the cc and, in turn, destroys the
engine. My car had problems during a trip from Mexico to Washington. First had problems with
starting when engine had been warm. Nissan dealer in Los Mochis, Mexico, said not to worry
during drive because they couldn't fix it for a couple of weeks. Just keep fluids and fix at
destination. And it had never overheated. Got underway again and made it a couple hundred
miles to Nevada. Next day attempted to locate mechanic that could work on problem but
everyone booked up for a few days and the weekend w
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as approaching. My mechanic here found the engine to be blown piston cracked and various
other concerns. We had decided to replace with a used engine until he researched and found
that a used engine would likely have the same problems. So tentative solution now is to cut my
losses, buy a Toyota, and try to get the attorney general to sue Nissan. I should take the time to
write up each part of this as a separate problem I have already invested about twice what I
should have paid for this car originally. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Altima problem yet. Be the first! Find a
good Nissan mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

